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Abstract. In 1988, the Abandoned Mined Lands Division of the Office of Mines and Minerals, Illinois Department of Natural Resources, (AMLR), formerly the Illinois Abandoned Mined Lands Reclamation Council, agreed to address potential public hazards and acid mine drainage problems from an abandoned coal mine site located near Wilsonville, in Macoupin County. The site was unique in that a 30 acre barren mine refuse pile was immediately adjacent to a landfill, containing toxic waste material that remained, despite a $40 million cleanup effort conducted previously by the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency, (IEPA). Because of this, special consideration had to be included in the design to limit the flow of acid seepage from the pile.

This paper reports how the design, construction, and follow-up maintenance of the site all contributed to produce an end product worthy of the name of the site – “Superior.” The compacted soil cap used over the pile in this project ultimately became the program’s design standard for remediating mine refuse piles throughout the state and is still effectively employed today.
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